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The street arts, circus and spectacle art forms not only represent our identity  
as a nation through public expression, but they bring together communities  
in a spirit of celebration and unrivalled joy, which binds, supports and  
enriches all of society. This they do through their many contributions to our 
capital such as those at the following key flagship events for Dublin:  
New Year’s Festival, St. Patrick’s Festival and Culture Night which as rightly 
identified by Dublin City Council: ‘attract thousands and have many  
communities participating’. 
 
These art forms are open, they are accessible, they are engaging, they are  
democratic, they are universal. Our capital city needs these art forms - they  
represent, they engage and they embody our connective needs. 
 
Let's find ways together to support each other through empowering the future development 
of these art forms and encouraging this vibrant and democratic arts sector to grow. 
 
The following urgent actions are needed in order to support the continuing growth,  
development and potential of the street arts, circus and spectacle art forms of today: 
 
i) To build and embed cultural policy which recognises, supports 

and invests in circus, street arts and spectacle as one of the city’s 
strategic art forms  - ‘Finding new ways to engage, to create and 
to enjoy the arts’ 

 
Street Arts, Circus and Spectacle are born and bred in an environment which holds as 
its core purpose and goal a desire to link art, imagination and creativity with people, 
with communities, with space and place. 

 
Working in public space and with community, is an investment in society and  
therefore the art, the impact, the effect relate to the entire citizenship and people of 
the city and all aspects of our lives benefit for the better.  

 
The Dublin City Development Plan provides an opportunity to embed into a Local  
Authority Plan a cultural policy which acknowledges, reflects and commits to the  
development of these art forms equally, along with all other art forms, through  
resources, infrastructure, investment, educational opportunities and recognition of 
their particular strengths and needs. 

ISACS recommendations for the development of cultural policy, space and experience 
within Dublin City, which recognises, incorporates and supports the significant recent 
growth of the street arts, circus and spectacle art forms as key to achieving DCC’s  
core vision of ‘a vibrant city centre’ and ‘connected neighbourhoods’. 
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ii) Develop, support and create imaginative and appropriate  
creation spaces where artists and creators of the street, circus 
and spectacle art forms can train, create, learn and grow. 

  
Dublin currently has little non-commercial infrastructure suitable for professional 
and emerging circus artists. Many artists who wish to train professionally in Circus or 
establish a supported street arts/spectacle career to a high level, leave the country 
because of the lack of space.   

 
The central core infrastructural need is a dedicated professional space where it is 
possible to create, train, practice and study. Key considerations would include  
appropriate height, heating, and rigging capability, as well as staff possessing  
adequate knowledge and experience to maintain and manage such a space.  

 
We are aware that there a number of plans in place currently around the  
development of an artistic hub through the potential Liberties Creative Campus as 
well as the possible Kilmainham Mills project and other plans that DCC will be privy 
to. We wish these projects the very best and it is our hope that in the creation of same 
that due consideration will be given to the needs of our particularly vibrant and  
vital sector. 

 
Ideally a space is required which would contain both an artist’s training space  with 
adequate height to facilitate circus skills and a creation/ presentation space -  indoors 
and outdoors. We would particularly hope that both of these performance spaces 
would be very accessible and engaging with the wider public and local community.   

 
Logistically the training area would include an open studio practice space which 
would support a number of artists in training together at a time. This group training is 
typical and commonplace in circus and would allow a large group of professional  
artists to benefit from a single space simultaneously. Circus training requires an 
 immense amount of time invested in body conditioning and technique and hence a 
group training space is both encouraging and educational as you share and learn by 
watching, doing and encouraging each other. 

 
A dedicated professional space would become a point of reference for the sector,  
at local, national and international level; and allow Irish circus to push the  
boundaries of the artform physically and artistically in their own country.   

 
Some examples of how this has been achieved can be seen at: 
•      La Central del Circ, Barcelona  
•      Le Plus Petit Cirque de Monde, Paris 
•      The Briggait, Glasgow  
•      The Drill House, Great Yarmouth 
•      La Breche, Normandy 
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The Arts Council of Ireland have committed to researching the infrastructural needs for 
these art forms as stated  in their current Circus, Street Arts and Spectacle policy: 
 
‘Conduct an overall analysis of the sector to include the following actions:   

• A survey of the CSAS sector’s needs in Ireland. This survey will aim to identify the  
main locations of professional artists’ activity, the type of artistic practices in each 
location, and the level of resources currently available to sustain such practices.  

• Map the infrastructure needs (building based) in this area, with particular focus  
on the main urban/metropolitan areas.’ 

 
This analysis can inform and contribute towards DCC's current thinking.  
Currently the two main spaces available for use for professional artists  are: Dance  
House and Dublin Circus Project. Neither meet the requirements outlined above towards  
professional practice and training, due to various limitations  beyond their control. 
 
 
 
iii) Ringfence and provide appropriate and affordable  

accommodation specifically developed and maintained  
for artists to live and work in the city 

  
A key factor which forces artists to move out of Dublin city currently is cost of  
living and lack of affordable accommodation spaces. The artists in the ISACS  
network who have been able to stay in the city live in temporary accommodation, 
which is highly unsuitable for long term or permanent living. 

 
In the development of future accommodation needs for the city, it would be an  
incredible opportunity to ringfence a certain percentage of all new housing to be 
either purchased or rented by artists at an affordable cost. This could be modelled 
off the current 'Percent for Arts' scheme for instance. An artists affordable 
housing scheme if you will. This would have a double positive effect. It would embed 
artists into a variety of communities throughout the city and it would retain a core  
population of artists within Dublin. Supporting and maintaining these individuals 
prevents the talent drain which all too many capital cities experience as they are 
taken over by more economically driven motivations.  
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iv) Make public spaces accessible and equipped to host, facilitate 
and engage with artists and audiences 

 
Currently we are in the midst of a pandemic. However as identified by DCC: 
 ‘The crisis, has also given new importance to our open air public spaces  
within the City for cultural and other purposes. The cultural spaces in public  
ownership within the City have renewed purpose and present opportunities to  
find new ways to engage, to create and to enjoy the arts in all its forms.’ 

 
Traditional arts spaces and institutions have been for the most part closed since 
March 2020. This has led to a large upsurge by government bodies in considering  
the possibilities of activities in public space. This move and shift of emphasis is  
one the ISACS Network welcomes and one we have indeed been advocating for  
since even before the foundation of our network as artists and creatives who  
believe wholeheartedly in the dynamism and extraordinary power of public space. 
This we hope will continue long after the pandemic has receded. 

 
The recent announcement by the Department of Culture ‘Outdoor Public Space 
Scheme' is one step towards all local authorities thinking about what they  
currently have and what they need to add to these spaces to improve them for 
 artistic, cultural and community interaction for all.  

 
In this regards we in the ISACS network have many ideas from electrical power  
points to temporary transportable tiered seating, to the removal of bollards and 
 permanent structures, which simply clutter and block up open spaces, to  
streamlining and simplifying legislative and licensing regulations.  

 
Some of the most important spaces for culture for the ISACS network are public 
parks, market squares, street corners and wide junctions.  
Let's open the doors and step outside. 

‘Culture is what makes us who we are as humans. It is essential that we plan for it to 
be part of our built environment in the same way as we do for our water supply, our 
transport, our parks, and our built heritage.’ Dublin City Council 

Let’s welcome, let’s keep, let’s treasure and let’s celebrate our artists and keep our 
cities cutural capital alive. 

Dublin is losing its resident artists daily due to lack of suitable creation space, affordable  
accommodation and public resources. The above suggestions aim to offer some solutions to  
these issues.
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